Evaluation of interim PET response criteria in paediatric Hodgkin's lymphoma--results for dedicated assessment criteria in a blinded dual-centre read.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the use and reliability of the new positron emission tomography (PET)-based response criteria for interim positron emission tomography (iPET) in patients with paediatric Hodgkin's lymphoma (pHL). Particular emphasis was put on interobserver variability and on identification of a visual cut-off defining patients with very low risk for relapse. The iPET scans of 39 pHL patients were evaluated in two independent centres by two PET-experienced specialists in nuclear medicine (blinded read, centre consensus) each. The iPET scans were interpreted using a 5-point scale and were compared with the outcome. Cohen's kappa-test (κ) was used to analyse the interobserver agreement. Concordant ratings were assessed in 19 patients with iPET-negative findings, in 11 patients with iPET-positive findings and in 2 patients with inconclusive ratings. A 'substantial agreement' between attended centres was achieved (κ = 0.748). All patients suffering relapse were concordantly identified, taking mediastinal blood pool structures (MBPS) as visual cut-off between PET-positive and PET-negative findings, respectively. All pHL patients with uptake lower than or equal to MBPS remained in complete remission. The iPET interpretation assured low interobserver variability. High sensitivity for identification of pHL patients suffering relapse is achieved if [18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose uptake above the MBPS value is rated as a PET-positive finding.